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Interactions between biomass constituents (cellulose, hemicelluloses, 
and lignin) under pyrolytic conditions have received more and more 
attention in recent years. A synthesized sample was prepared through 
mixing of cellulose and lignin with a mass:mass ratio of 1:1. The 
cellulose-lignin mixture (C-L-M) was heated from 20 to 800 °C using a 
thermogravimetric analyzer coupled with a Fourier transform infrared 
spectrometer (TG-FTIR). The presence of the cellulose-lignin complex 
was theoretically confirmed by the suggestion of a hydrogen bond 
network between cellulose- and lignin-related oligomers through the 
density functional theory (DFT) method. To estimate the strength of the 
interaction between cellulose and lignin in different regions, correlation 
coefficients r were employed to nominate three regions: region I (20 to 
305 °C), in which lignin and cellulose were pyrolyzed into oligomers 
without interacting with one another; region II (305 to 432 °C), which 
was deemed the intensive interaction region, with an r value of about 
0.2; and region III (432 to 800 °C), in which the pyrolysis of cellulose 
ceased and only lignin was further degraded. A kinetic scheme was also 
proposed to model the co-pyrolysis of cellulose and lignin. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 Pyrolysis is a promising technology for converting biomass into liquid fuel and 
chemicals (Bridgwater 2012; Ma et al. 2012). Biomass is mainly composed of cellulose, 
hemicellulose, and lignin, with contents of about 40 to 60%, 20 to 40%, and 10 to 25% 
on a dry basis, respectively (McKendry 2002). To understand the pyrolysis characteristics 
of biomass and establish kinetic models for the design of biomass pyrolysis reactors, a 
number of studies on the pyrolysis of individual biomass components (cellulose (Jacques 
2011; Patwardhan et al. 2011c; Shen and Gu 2009; Shen et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2011a; 
Wu et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2007), hemicellulose (Lv et al. 2010; Patwardhan et al. 2011a; 
Shen et al. 2010a; Wang et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2007), and lignin (Chu et al. 2013; 
Ferdous et al. 2002; Hu et al. 2012; Jiang et al. 2010; Patwardhan et al. 2011b; Shen et al. 
2010b)) have been done. These studies have consolidated the understanding of the 
component’s individual pyrolytic behaviors and have helped to understand the pyrolytic 
mechanism of whole biomass systems. Because of differences in chemical structures, the 
three components of biomass have different pyrolysis characteristics. Cellulose is a linear 
polymer of glucopyranose linked by 𝛽𝛽-1,4-glycosidic bonds. The decomposition of 
cellulose occurs mostly within a small temperature interval, around 312 to 404 °C, at a 20 
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°C/min heating rate; when the decomposition of cellulose is finished, 8.23% char residue 
is found (Shen and Gu 2009). Hemicellulose is a polymer that is composed of hexoses 
(e.g., mannose, glucose, and galactose) and pentoses (e.g., xylose and arabinose). The 
decomposition temperature range of hemicellulose is about 192 to 366 °C. The 
decomposition of hemicellulose is generally considered easier than that of cellulose 
(Shen et al. 2010a). The structure of lignin is very complex, but generally, it is described 
as an irregular polymer of various phenolic-C3 alkyl side chain monomeric (C9) units. 
Lignin exhibits continuous weight loss throughout the entire pyrolysis process at a         
20 °C/min heating rate. The final residue is about 40%, which is higher than that of 
cellulose or hemicellulose (Shen et al. 2010b). Compared to the numerous studies on 
biomass and its three components, the study on the interactions between the three 
components is relatively small. An overlap of the main decomposition temperature ranges 
has been observed between the three components, so their interactions may play an 
important role in the biomass pyrolysis process.  

Thermogravimetric characteristics are important for biomass kinetic analysis. 
Normally, to validate the rationality of a proposed kinetic model, the predicted thermo-
gravimetric characteristics are compared with experimental results. To discuss the 
interaction between biomass components, thermogravimetric characteristics are checked. 
Usually, these three components are thought to pyrolyze separately with no interaction. 
Raveendran et al. (1996) conducted biomass components and synthetic biomass analyses 
using a thermogravimetric analyzer, showing that interactions between the components 
are not as important as the composition of biomass (Raveendran et al. 1996). Direct 
summative correlations based on biomass component pyrolysis adequately explained 
both the pyrolysis characteristics and product distribution of biomass. Biagini et al. 
(2006) used thermogravimetric (TG) analysis coupled with infrared spectroscopy to study 
the devolatilization of biomass fuels and their three components. They found that the 
summative law is suitable for both thermogravimetric curves and the extended Fourier 
transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR) profiles and that the calculated values obtained 
using this summative law are in agreement with experiment results, suggesting that there 
were no interactions. Yang et al. (2006) examined synthesized samples containing two or 
three of the biomass components with a thermogravimetric analyzer. Their results 
indicated that interaction between the three components is negligible. 

Recently, several researchers found evidence of interactions between the 
components under pyrolytic conditions. Hosoya et al. (2007) discovered significant 
interactions between cellulose and lignin at 800 °C, stating that lignin inhibited the 
thermal polymerization of levoglucosan formed from cellulose and enhanced the 
formation of the low molecular weight products, while cellulose reduced the secondary 
char formation from lignin. Comparatively weak interactions were also observed in 
cellulose-hemicellulose co-gasification. Worasuwannarak et al. (2007) investigated 
pyrolysis behaviors of rice straw, rice husk, and corncob using the thermogravimetric 
analyzer coupled with mass spectrometry (TG-MS) technique, indicating that there were 
interactions between cellulose and lignin during pyrolysis. The interactions lead to a 
decrease in tar yields but an increase in char yields. Couhert et al. (2009a,b) doubted 
whether the additivity law suitably predicts gas yields of biomass after rapid pyrolysis at 
high temperatures, so they carried out an experiment in an entrained flow reactor (EFR), 
showing that interactions occurred both outside (i.e., in the gas phase) and inside the 
mixed samples. Wang et al. (2011) tested the pyrolysis characteristics of biomass using a 
thermogravimetric analyzer coupled with a Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer (TG-
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FTIR) and an experimental pyrolyzer. By analyzing the main products with gas 
chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS), they concluded that the pyrolysis 
characteristics of biomass cannot be predicted via the behaviors of its three components. 
Studies regarding a possible interaction mechanism between the three components under 
pyrolysis conditions have great potential to improve the current understanding of the 
whole biomass pyrolysis systems. 

In this work, a thermogravimetric analyzer coupled with a Fourier-transform 
infrared spectrophotometer (TG-FTIR) was employed to explore the interactive behavior 
between cellulose and lignin under pyrolysis conditions. From the kinetic point of view, 
the isoconversional method was used to determine the intensive interaction region 
between cellulose and lignin. Chemical information regarding the possible interaction 
mechanism was proposed and confirmed using density functional theory (DFT). A 
comprehensive kinetic scheme for the co-pyrolysis of cellulose and lignin in TG was 
proposed according to the interaction region. 
 
 
EXPERIMENTAL 
 
Materials 
 Cellulose tested in the experiment is a commercial product (Sigma Chemical Co., 
USA) and was used without further processing. Lignin was precipitated from black 
liquor, following a previously introduced method (Hu et al. 2012, 2013).  

To make the cellulose-lignin mixture, cellulose and lignin were mixed with a 
mass:mass ratio of 1:1 and ground to form small particles (around 40 μm). The mixture 
was then manually pressed and agglomerated using a hydraulic press machine under 20 
MPa. Finally, the pressed and agglomerated mixture was milled to fit through a 100-mesh 
screen (particle size is smaller than 149 μm) (Couhert et al. 2009a,b). 
 
TG-FTIR 

A thermogravimetric analyzer (STA 409 PC, NETESCH, Germany) coupled with 
an FTIR spectrophotometer (Nicolet iN10, OMNIC, USA) was used to investigate the 
thermogravimetric characteristics of samples and the gaseous product evolution from 
cellulose, lignin, and the cellulose-lignin mixture. The samples were heated from 20 to 
800 °C at the heating rates of 10, 20, and 30 °C/min in an open Al2O3 crucible under 
nitrogen gas flow. The flow rate of nitrogen was held at 60 mL/min to maintain an inert 
atmosphere for the decomposition process. The masses of the samples were less than 5 
mg to avoid a possible temperature gradient and to ensure kinetic control of the process. 
The FTIR spectrophotometer was connected to the thermogravimetric analyzer by a flow 
cell, which was heated to 180 °C to avoid condensation of gases onto the cell wall. The 
scanning range was set to 4000 to 800 cm-1, and the resolution factor was selected to be 1 
cm-1. The start time difference between the FTIR spectrophotometer and the thermo-
gravimetric analyzer was about 4 min due to the time required for nitrogen to fill the cell 
volume of the spectrometer. 

 
DFT 

Density functional theory (DFT) was used to simulate the possible linkages in 
cellulose-related and lignin-related complexes. Zhang et al. (2011) investigated 
connections between cellulose and hemicellulose and hemicellulose and lignin using 
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different kinds of quantum calculation methods including the semi-empirical Austin 
method 1 (AM1), Hartree-Fock (HF), and density functional theory (DFT). It has been 
reported that B3LYP/6-31G is a reasonably accurate method to calculate the hydrogen 
bond network in woody biomass. B3LYP/6-31G was employed to estimate the possible 
molecular structure of and linkages within cellulose-lignin complexes. The calculations 
were carried out for the ground state. The stabilities of the optimized structures were 
certified by frequency analysis. All calculations were performed using the Gaussian 03 
package (Frisch 2004). 
 
Isoconversional Method 

According to the ICTAC kinetics committee recommendations (Vyazovkin et al. 
2011), the isoconversional method has the advantage of giving an unambiguous 
(independent of f(α) model) value of the activation energy related to a given conversion. 
Typically, kinetic models used in the area of thermal analysis consider the rate to be a 
function of only two variables, T and α, 

 

( ) ( )d k T f
dT
α α=                                                                                           (1) 

 
where f(α) is the reaction model that shows the dependence of the process rate on the 
extent of conversion, and the dependence of the process rate on temperature is 
represented by the rate constant k(T).  

The degree of conversion is calculated as follows, 
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where m is the mass of the sample during the heating process, and 20m  and 800m  are the 
sample masses at 20 and 800 °C, respectively, 

k(T) is parameterized through the Arrhenius equation, 
 

( ) exp( )Ek T A
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−

=                                                                                (3) 

 
where A and E are represent the pre-exponential factor and the activation energy, 
respectively, and R is the universal gas constant.  

When taking the logarithmic derivative of the reaction rate (Eq. 1) at constant α, 
 

1 1 1
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α α
− − −= +                                                (4) 

 
where the subscript α indicates the value at a given extent of conversion. When α is 
constant, f(α) is also constant. Therefore, the second term in the right hand side of Eq. (4) 
is zero. Combining Eq. (3) yields: 
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The activation energy at a given degree of conversion α can be calculated using 

Eq. 5. A significant variation of Eα  with α indicates that a process is kinetically complex. 
Eα  vs. Tα  dependency derived from the Eα  vs. α dependency is also useful for kinetic 
analysis (Vyazovkin et al. 2011). Tihay et al. (2011) and Friedman (1964) have 
successfully used this method to evaluate the effect of oxygen concentration on cellulose 
wadding and plastic. So here the isoconversional method was used to evaluate the 
interaction between cellulose and lignin. 
 
Statistical Method 

There are few objective methods to evaluate the strength of the interaction, 
making an unambiguous conclusion as to whether there are interactions between the three 
components. In this work, statistical methods were used to evaluate the interaction 
between cellulose and lignin. For random variables X and Y, their expected values are 
E(X) and E(Y), respectively. The covariance of X and Y can be presented as follows, 

 
Cov(X,Y)=E[(X-E(X))(Y-E(Y))]                                                                     (6) 
 

where Cov(X,Y) is the covariance of X and Y. If Cov(X,Y)=0, it means that variables X 
and Y are mutually independent. 

The variances of X and Y are denoted as D(X) and D(Y). The correlation 
coefficient r is defined based on variances and covariances: 

 
( , ) / ( ) ( )r Cov X Y D X D Y=                                                                       (7) 

 
The value of r is between -1 and 1. If X and Y have a positive correlation, the 

value for r is 1. The bigger the absolute value of r is, the stronger the correlation between 
X and Y. In this article, the predicted and experimental TG and DTG data were the 
variables X and Y. If there is no interaction between cellulose and lignin, the correlation 
coefficient r is 1; if there is interaction between cellulose and lignin, the smaller the value 
of the correlation coefficient is, the stronger the interaction is.  
 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
TG-FTIR Analysis 

Results from the three heating rates (10, 20, 30 °C/min) showed the same trend. 
TG and DTG curves for a 20 °C/min heating rate for cellulose, lignin, and the cellulose-
lignin mixture are shown in Fig. 1, while the curves for 10 and 30 °C/min heating rates 
are shown in the appendix (Supplementary Material) in Figs. S1 and S2, respectively. 
The characteristic points of the TG and DTG curves are listed in Table 1. No significant 
differences were found for samples pyrolyzed under different heating rates. The predicted 
cellulose-lignin mixture weight loss calculated by the direct summative law (based on 
mass ratio) is also presented in Fig. 1 and Table 1. The pyrolysis of cellulose begins at 
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313 °C, from which point it lost mass sharply with increasing temperature and reached its 
maximum mass loss rate at 351 °C. When the temperature was over 438 °C, the 
decomposition of cellulose has nearly been completed, obtaining a solid residue of 
10.24%. The decomposition temperature range for lignin stretched from 194 to 631 °C. 
The maximum mass loss rate of 0.45 %/°C for lignin pyrolysis (at 390 °C) was much 
smaller than that of cellulose (2.24 %/°C at 351 °C). The solid residue from lignin 
pyrolysis was 34.19%, which is consistent with reports in other literature (Yang et al. 
2006). 
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Fig. 1. TG and DTG curves of the sample at 20 °C /min 
 
Table 1. Characteristic Points of TG and DTG Curves for the Samples (20 °C/min) 
Sample Tin

a (°C) Tend
b (°C) Tmax

c (°C) DTGmax (%/°C) Residued (%) 
Cellulose 313 438 351 -2.24 10.24 
Lignin 194 631 390 -0.45 34.19 
Prediction 245 532 351 -1.27 22.21 
Experimental 195 567 377 -0.89 22.95 

a Decomposition initiation temperature, where 5% mass loss of the total mass loss is reached 
b Decomposition end temperature, where 95% mass loss of the total mass loss is reached 
c Where the absolute value of DTG reaches its maximum 
d The mass (%) at 800 °C/min 
 

When cellulose and lignin were co-pyrolyzed, the experimental results were 
different from the predictions. The experimental decomposition temperature range (195 
to 567 °C) was larger than predicted (245 to 532 °C), but there was no significant 
difference for the char residue (22.21% predicted versus an experimental result of 
22.95%). The predicted maximum mass loss rate (1.27%/°C) was larger than the 
experimental result (0.89%/°C). The corresponding predicted temperature of the 
maximum mass loss (351 °C) was lower than the experimental result (377 °C). This is 
consistent with other reported results (Wang et al. 2008, 2011b). Wang et al. (2008) 
compared the calculated results and experimental results of cellulose-lignin mixtures, 
finding that the calculated maximum mass loss rate was about 0.5 %/°C larger than the 
experimental, and that the calculated temperature corresponding to the maximum mass 
loss rate was about 30 °C lower than the experimental result. All of these phenomena 
suggest that the interaction between cellulose and lignin cannot be ignored under co-
pyrolysis conditions. The cellulose-lignin interaction inhibits the decomposition of 
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cellulose, since the mass loss rate peak of the cellulose-lignin mixture shifts from that of 
cellulose (351 °C) towards that of lignin (377 °C). Further, its value was lower than the 
predicted value. 
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Fig. 2. FTIR spectra of evolved gases at different temperatures 
 

The FTIR spectra of evolved gases from cellulose, lignin, and the cellulose-lignin 
mixture pyrolyzed at different temperatures (300, 350, 390, and 500 °C) were analyzed in 
order to explore the cellulose-lignin interaction (Fig. 2). At 300 °C, the decomposition of 
cellulose (313 to 438 °C) had not happened, so only a small amount of CO2 from 
cellulose had evolved (Li et al. 2001). Though characteristic peaks for R-OH and CH4 
appeared on FTIR spectra for lignin, there were no signs of them in the cellulose-lignin 
mixture’s spectra.  

At 350 °C, where Tmax for cellulose (351 °C) was reached, CO appeared for both 
cellulose and the mixture. However, there was no peak for R-OH or CH4 for the mixture. 
Typically, R-OH and CH4 are formed from the breakage of side chains of lignin and its 
oligomers. The interaction between cellulose and lignin may inhibit the decomposition of 
lignin into R-OH and CH4.  

When the temperature increased to Tmax for lignin (390 °C), a peak indicating the 
presence of CH4 appeared for the mixture, but the peak for R-OH was still absent. This 
confirms that cellulose-lignin interaction inhibits the decomposition of lignin. At 500 °C, 
the evolution of gas products are much smaller than those at 350 °C and 390 °C. The 
FTIR spectra of the cellulose-lignin mixture are similar to those of lignin. It could be 
concluded that cellulose-lignin interaction not only inhibits the decomposition of 
cellulose, but also prevents the decomposition of lignin. 
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Isoconversional Method 

From the analysis of the TG-FTIR experiment, the effect of cellulose-lignin 
interaction on the thermogravimetric characteristics is shown. To modify the kinetic 
model of cellulose-lignin co-pyrolysis and shed light on the biomass pyrolysis kinetic 
model based on the individual components’ models, the kinetic scheme of cellulose, 
lignin, and their co-pyrolysis was identified by the isoconversional method.  

A series of data from different heating rates (10, 20, and 30 °C/min) were used to 
calculate the dependencies of Eα  on α and of Eα  on Tα . The results are shown in Fig. 3. 
Attributed to the influence of external conditions (such as the heating process), the 
linearly dependent coefficient for Eα  vs. α is under 0.95 when α > 0.8, so only 0.05 < α < 
0.8 is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Dependency of Eα  on α and Tα  
 

The decomposition of cellulose can be divided into two distinct stages: the first 
stage is for 0.05 < α < 0.1, in which the activation energy Eα is around 195 kJ/mol; the 
second stage is for α > 0.2, in which the activation energy Eα is about 163 kJ/mol; the 
region 0.1 < α < 0.2 is the transitional region. The most frequently used kinetic model for 
cellulose is the Broido-Shafizadeh model (Bradbury et al. 1979). The model suggests that 
cellulose transforms into active-cellulose first (the activation energy Eα is around 270 
kJ/mol) and then that active-cellulose decomposes into volatiles and char (the activation 
energies Eα for char and volatiles are all around 200 kJ/mol) (Conesa et al. 1995). The 
results from the isoconversional method are consistent with the Broido-Shafizadeh model 
for a smaller activation energy model. The different value of activation energy may be 
caused by using a different calculation method, temperature range, or experimental data 
processing method. For lignin, the activation energy increased from 68 to 315 kJ/mol 
with increasing α and the corresponding Tα. This is consistent with the work of Ferdous 
et al. (2002). They created the distributed activation energy model (DAEM) for kraft 
lignin, finding that the activation energy increased from 129 to 361 kJ/mol when the 
temperature increased from 545 to 805 K (272 to 532 °C). This suggests that the 
decomposition of lignin involves numerous reactions with different activation energies. 
For the cellulose-lignin mixture, it is obvious that there are three different stages. The 
first stage is before α = 0.2, where the activation energy increases from 57 to 154 kJ/mol; 
in the second stage (0.2 < α < 0.7), the activation energy remains constant at around 145 
kJ/mol with only small fluctuations; and in the third stage the activation energy increased 
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to 250 kJ/mol. Noticing the dependency of Eα vs. Tα, the variation of activation energy 
for cellulose-lignin mixture follows the trend for lignin, but when the decomposition of 
the mixture was located within the cellulose decomposition temperature range (313 to 
438 °C), the activation energy for the mixture was significantly influenced by cellulose. 
The decomposition of the cellulose-lignin mixture can be divided into three regions from 
the isoconversional method of analysis. Regions I and III are before and after the 
cellulose decomposition range, respectively. These two regions are dominated by the 
decomposition of lignin, while the second region (Region II) is dominated by cellulose 
decomposition. 
 
Intensive Interaction Region 

The calculated correlation coefficients r between predicted and experimental 
results gathered across the temperature range 20 to 800 °C, at different heating rates, are 
shown in Table 2. The correlation coefficient r for TG was near 1 for all heating rates. 
For DTG, the r value was between 0.65 to 0.75, indicating that interaction had indeed 
happened between cellulose and lignin. The strength of the interaction was influenced by 
the heating rates, with the strongest interaction observed at the 20 °C/min heating rate. 

The correlation coefficients r for these three regions were also calculated and are 
presented in Table 2 to validate the three regions for cellulose-lignin co-pyrolysis found 
in section “Isoconversional Method”. The r values of TG and DTG for Regions I and III 
are all near 1, suggesting that there is no significant interaction in these regions. However, 
for Region II, the r values for DTG are all smaller than 0.4 (especially for a heating rate 
of 20 °C/min, in which the r value was only about 0.1818). It can be concluded that 
Region II is the intensive interaction region. 
 
Table 2.  Correlation Coefficient r for Different Regions 

Correlation Coefficient 
 TG DTG 

10 20 30 10 20 30 
Total 0.9965 0.9943 0.9957 0.7276 0.6812 0.7540 

Region I 0.9982 0.9997 0.9979 0.9902 0.9884 0.9960 
Region II 0.9601 0.9385 0.9526 0.3916 0.1818 0.2488 
Region III 1.000 0.9999 0.9999 0.9981 0.9988 0.9861 

 
Cellulose-Lignin Co-Pyrolysis Kinetic Scheme 

Though the intensive reaction region has been confirmed, the detailed cellulose-
lignin interaction mechanism is still in question. 

According to the above discussion (both experimental and theoretical), a 
“cellulose-lignin complex” interaction mechanism for the co-pyrolysis of cellulose and 
lignin was proposed to take place during the intensive reaction region. The oligomers and 
intermediates from cellulose and lignin formed cellulose-lignin complexes via hydrogen 
bonds. In the intensive reaction region, there are many primary products from cellulose 
and lignin formed by the breakage of weak bonds, most of which are in the liquid phase. 
Both cellulose and lignin have numbers of -OH groups, so the formation of cellulose-
lignin complexes is possible. The chemical structure of a possible cellulose-lignin 
complex was calculated by density functional theory (DFT) to confirm the proposed 
mechanism. The cellulose-lignin complex was composed of cellobiose and lignin-derived 
dimers with β-O-4 linkages (Fig. 4). There are five hydrogen bonds forming the network 
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that connects the cellulose-derived and lignin-derived oligomers together. The bond 
length of the hydrogen bonds was between 1.590 and 1.850 Å. They are shorter than the 
hydrogen bonds between cellulose and hemicellulose, which are typically around 2 Å 
(Zhang et al. 2011). This could be attributed to CH-π interaction between the C-H 
(cellulose) and π electron system (lignin), which helps to stabilize the cellulose-lignin 
complex (Hosoya et al. 2006). As the cellulose-lignin complex is stabilized by the 
hydrogen bond network and CH-π interaction, the mass loss rate peak shifts to higher 
temperatures and the maximum value decreases. However, the hydrogen bond network 
and CH-π interactions are both weak. When temperature is increased, these weak 
connections are broken up, resulting in no significant difference between the predicted 
and experimental char residue values. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Hydrogen bond network between oligomers (intermediates) from cellulose and lignin 
pyrolysis 
 

A kinetic scheme for cellulose and lignin is proposed in Fig. 5. In Region I 
(before cellulose decomposition range, 20 to 305 °C), cellulose and lignin pyrolyzed into 
oligomers without interaction. When the temperature was increased into the cellulose 
decomposition temperature range (Region II, 305 to 432 °C), the cellulose-derived and 
lignin-derived oligomers could go through secondary reactions separately into volatiles 
and char. The cellulose-lignin complex was also formed and decomposed through the 
reaction pathway differently from the secondary reactions of oligomers. In Region III, 
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cellulose completes its decomposition reaction, while lignin decomposition continues. No 
obvious interaction within this region was observed. 
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Fig. 5. Kinetic scheme for co-pyrolysis of cellulose and lignin 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. The interaction between cellulose and lignin was tested and verified by TG-FTIR. 

The predicted maximum mass loss rate (1.27%/°C) was larger than the experimental 
result (0.89%/°C), and the corresponding temperature of the maximum mass loss   
(351 °C) was lower than the experiment (377 °C), confirming that the interaction 
between cellulose and lignin cannot be neglected. 

2. The isoconversional method suggested that the process of cellulose-lignin mixture 
pyrolysis can be divided into three regions: Region I and Region III are before and 
after cellulose decomposition range, whereas Region II is the cellulose decomposition 
range. Evaluated by statistical method, there are no significant interactions in Region 
I and III, while Region II is the intensive interaction region.  

3. “Cellulose-lignin complexes” is proposed by as the interaction mechanism, and this 
was confirmed by DFT calculation. “Cellulose-lignin complexes” interaction 
mechanism could explain the results from TG-FTIR well. 

4. A kinetic scheme of the interaction mechanism was proposed involving cellulose-
lignin complexes produced in the intensive reaction region. This scheme allowed for 
the modification of the kinetic model for biomass pyrolysis. 
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Fig. S1. TG and DTG curves of the sample pyrolysis at 10 °C /min 
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Fig. S2. TG and DTG curves of the sample pyrolysis at 30 °C /min 
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